
AN INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR FINITEELEMENT ANALYSISShannon Bradshaw, Thomas Can�eld, John Kokinis, Terrence DiszMathematics Computer Science DivisionArgonne National LaboratoryArgonne, IL 60439bradshaw@mcs.anl.govcan�eld@mcs.anl.govABSTRACTVirtual environments (VE) provide a power-ful human-computer interface that opens the doorto exciting new methods of interaction with high-performance computing applications in several areasof research.We are interested in the use of virtual environmentsas a user interface to real-time simulations used inrapid prototyping procedures. Consequently, we aredeveloping methods for coupling �nite element modelsof complex mechanical systems with a VE interface forreal-time interaction.Keywords: Virtual Reality, CAVE, Rapid Prototyp-ing, Finite Elements1 INTRODUCTIONThe prototyping of complex mechanical systemsinvolves a great deal of production, testing, modi-�cation, and reproduction. This costly and time-consuming process can be greatly improved throughthe use of computer models that accurately simulatethe system as it is used in real-world applications. Ef-fective use of such a model requires a human-computerinterface that provides an intuitive understanding ofthe simulated system.A virtual environment constructed in the Cave Au-tomatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) places the userinside the simulation and thereby provides the level ofunderstanding necessary to accurately assess the de-sign of the system being modeled. With the CAVE

it is possible to do much of the design and testing ofcritical components of complex systems in a virtualenvironment.Direct conversion of CAD �les into usable �nite ele-ment meshes and graphics objects enables virtual pro-totyping to begin early in the design cycle. If prop-erly utilized, �nite elements can be employed to dodynamic real-time testing of virtual prototypes. dur-ing these tests a number of parameters can be moni-tored to detect potential failures and design oversights.Real-time �nite element analysis coupled with virtualenvironments facilitates simulation of several aspectsof production including assembly, shipping, and han-dling procedures, actual product usage, and some en-vironmental testing.2 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTSA virtual environment is a sensory-intensive man-ifestation of a computer model that represents somereal or contrived location, device, etc. Current ad-vances in hardware and software allow real-world ob-jects, actions, and sounds to be simulated in such away that the user is convincingly transported to theenvironment being modeled. Virtual environmentscreated in the CAVE provide true three dimensionalvisualization and interactive capabilities that go farbeyond anything possible with workstation visualiza-tion packages.While a workstation visualization package is a win-dow to the model it represents, a CAVE virtual envi-ronment is a gateway for stepping inside the model.This is known as the inside-out paradigm [1] because,



instead of viewing external data to gain a glimpse ofwhat is happening inside the model, the user is in-side the model observing the events that produce thedata. Stepping into the model provides the user withan intuitive understanding often di�cult to achievethrough conventional means of scienti�c visualization.3 THE CAVEThe CAVE is a 10'X10'X10' virtual environmenttheater that employs three walls of rear-projectionvideo screen and a oor with a reective surface thatserves as an additional screen [1]. Images are renderedin stereo on the walls and oor at a rate of 48 Hz/eyewith a resolution of 1024X760 pixels. Frame sequen-tial left and right eye views are synchronized with LCDstereo shutter glasses worn by each CAVE user. As theview for each eye is seen 48 times per second the twomerge as if both views are being seen simultaneously.Thus the brains method of depth perception is utilizedto create the illusion of three dimensions.Graphics in the CAVE are driven by a SiliconGraphics Onyx, which houses three Reality Enginegraphics CPUs. Each Reality Engine has direct RGBoutputs to an Electrohome video projector. In thecurrent CAVE implementation, graphics rendered bythe Reality Engines are synchronized and projectedonto the front and left walls as well as the oor.To further enhance the immersive e�ect, the CAVEincludes a surround-sound audio system driven by anSGI Indy running audio server software accessed bythe CAVE audio library. With this system, applica-tions may include audio segments that coincides withevents in a particular virtual environment.In the CAVE, interaction with a virtual environ-ment is achieved passively through a tracked set ofstereo glasses and actively through a tracked three-dimensional mouse, called a wand. As the tracked userchanges position, the new locations are transmitted tothe application, which then transforms the display tocoincide with the changes in viewpoint. Wand move-ments and/or a change in state of any of the threebuttons or joystick included on the wand allow theuser to interact with the virtual environment basedon an application-speci�c set of rules.Several architectures exist for the development ofvirtual environments; however, the CAVE is unique in

Figure 1: The CAVEthat it allows several people to share the same expe-rience simultaneously. In addition, at 1024X760 pix-els the CAVE also provides much greater resolutionthan other VR platforms. Because rapid prototypingrequires collaboration and �ne-grained data visualiza-tion, these features make the CAVE the ideal archi-tecture for this research.4 REAL-TIME FINITE ELEMENTANALYSISFinite element methods are often used to ensuredesign integrity subject to a set of loads and con-straints. These methods are applied in the early stagesto eliminate infeasible design variations after changesare made that a�ect critical components. They arealso frequently used post-failure as a diagnostic toolto identify design aws.4.1 Pseudo-Rigid Body FormulationOur current program employs linear �nite elementswith a pseudo-rigid body formulation to decouple thelarge rigid body displacements and rotations from thesmall deformations of the elastic bodies. A set ofmultibody dynamic equations is solved to determinethe motion of the pseudo-rigid bodies. The dynamicequations for momentum and energy are then solved



to determine the elastic displacements and tempera-tures in the moving body using unconditionally stableimplicit time integration.The coordinates in a moving body are de�ned bythe following transformation:Xi = XCi + Aij(X̂j � X̂Cj ) ;where X̂i are the coordinates of the material pointsin initial rest con�guration, X̂Ci are the coordinatesof the body centroid in the rest con�guration, XCiare the coordinates of the body centroid, and Aij isthe rotation of the body relative to the �xed referenceframe. Aij is an orthogonal matrix. The motion of thebody centroidal coordinates, XC , and the rotation ofthe body, Aij, are determined by the solution of themultibody dynamics equations [5]. A material pointin a deforming body is given byxi = ui +Xi = ui +XCi +Aij(X̂j � X̂Cj ) ;where ui is the displacement relative to the movingcoordinates of the body.In the �nite element formulation, a process of semi-discretization is used to interpolate the displacementand temperature �elds over the elements:ui = uiaNa(�k) ;� = �aNa(�k) ;where �k are the local coordinates of the element andthe subscript a indicates the node number. In thiscase summation over the nodal connectivity of the el-ement is implied by the repeated subscript.In order to determine the elastic displacements andtemperatures it is necessary to solve the partial di�er-ential equations for momentum and energy,� ::ui = Tij;j + bi � � ::X i ;�cp :� = hi;i + �where � is the density, Tij is the Cauchy stress, bi isthe body force, cp is heat capacity per unit mass, hiis the heat ux, � is a heat source or sink, and �nally,the last term in the momentum equation, � ::X i, is aCoriolis force.After applying a Galerkin formulation and a fairamount of algebraic manipulation one obtains a set ofmatrix equations [3] in the form:Kq = f

where K is the global sti�ness matrix, q is the vectorof independent variables and f is the vector of forcingterms. These equations and the multibody dynam-ics equations are solved at every time step during thecourse of the simulation.4.2 Parallel ImplementationParallelism of the �nite element model is achievedat two levels: the �nite element computations andrepetitive parallel assembly and solution of large sys-tems of global equations.On Np processors a greedy algorithm [2] is em-ployed to break up the �nite element model into Npunique clusters of adjacent elements. Each of theseclusters is assigned to an individual processor. It thenbecomes a case of trivial parallelism to compute theindividual contributions of the �nite elements to theglobal sti�ness matrix and force vector, provided allthe necessary information is available to each proces-sor.Assembly of the individual contributions into theglobal sti�ness matrix is achieved using the sparse ma-trix package included in the PETSc scienti�c comput-ing libraries [6]. The system of equations dependenton this matrix is then solved using the BlockSolve [4]fast iterative method for solving distributed systemsof equations. Since the problem is dynamic, it is nec-essary to update and redistribute this information asthe problem evolves.5 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT USERINTERFACESAs a preliminary experiment in coupling a VE in-terface with this type of simulation, we built a modelof a stone grinding wheel which is controlled througha virtual environment interface. Heat generated bygrinding a metal object is mapped as color variationsonto each component with respect to the heat distri-bution properties of that component.In building the grinder interface we experimentednot only with various forms of interaction with themodel, but also with esthetic issues such as the vi-sual and audio background information. These issuesmust be resolved properly for the user to be fully im-mersed in the model. For this reason we include a



Figure 2: The Grinder Virtual Environmentbackground for the grinder environment that consistsof photographs of an actual machine shop. Further en-hancements include textures given to every componentof the grinder assembly and virtual sparks generatedduring the grinding process.The purpose of this work was to determine whetherinter-process communicationprotocols and the render-ing capabilities of the CAVE hardware provide ade-quate speeds to make real-time applications of thiskind feasible. We found that the illusion of reality isnot lost due to latency between timesteps. The framerate achieved provides ample space for a model ofmuch greater computational complexity. The grindervirtual environment is an excellent demonstration ofthe potential that VE technology has as a human-computer interface for real-time simulations.
5.1 The Virtual Disk Brake SystemWe are now using the grinder virtual environmentto construct a user interface for a disk brake systemmodeled by using the �nite element methods discussedabove. This interface will provide tools for initializingthe simulation and for modifying system parametersduring execution of the model. Several rendering op-tions will be also provided for detailed analysis of theresultant data.The disk brake model has three major components:two disc pads and a rotor. In a typical simulation ofa braking event, the rotor moves at some initial veloc-ity, and the brakes are in a rest position, one on eachside of the disc planes of the rotor. When the brakesare applied, the rotor is squeezed between the brakepads. The friction forces generated by this contactslow down the rotor, and the energy dissipated causes



heating of the pads and rotor. Simulation of this pro-cess is used to examine a variety of important systemattributes such as the distribution of heat, changes incomponent dimensions, and the e�ectiveness of brakecomponents.At the present time we are still designing many ofthe tools to be included in the disk brake virtual envi-ronment; consequently, some of the features discussedbelow have not been built into the interface at thispoint.5.2 Interactive FeaturesThe tools that provide interaction with the modelcenter on a graphical recreation of the disk brake sys-tem. In the CAVE the user is presented with a threedimensional system of calipers, brakes pads, and a ro-tor built to appear identical to the actual disk brakesystem. Components are developed from the samedata used to construct the meshes for the �nite ele-ment model and are rendered with textures and colorsthat best simulate the real-world system.The primary tools for controlling disk brake simula-tions will consist of acceleration and braking featuresbuilt into the wand functions. The interface will alsoinclude a menu for selecting which model attributesare to be measured. Devices that numerically illus-trate attribute information and values for rotor speedand braking force will give the user an addition sourceof feedback. When completed the CAVE interface willcreate dynamic environment that allows detailed anal-ysis of the systems modeled.5.3 Using the Disk Brake InterfaceTo begin the simulation, the user will �rst select anattribute to be measured. For example, the attributeof interest may be the distribution of heat generatedby friction between the pads and rotor. The menu se-lection will be transmitted to the �nite element model,thus initializing the simulation. The simulation maythen be set in motion by using the rotor accelera-tor function. When the rotor reaches the desired testspeed, the brakes may be applied at various strengths.The virtual calipers will move to grip the rotor in amanner consistent with the amount of force speci�ed.Rotor speed and braking force will be transmitted tothe model, which will respond with the appropriateattribute values. These values will then be applied

to the system components by using a prede�ned colormap. In the case of heat distribution, a constant colorscale is de�ned that maps a range of heat values toa speci�c color. This color will be rendered on eachcomponent in every location that contains that par-ticular amount of heat.5.4 Viewing FeaturesIn examining data of the size generated by thismodel, it is often necessary to view the data from dif-ferent angles and magni�cations. Therefore, the diskbrake environment will include a y-through feature,which allows the user to relocate within the virtualspace so the model may be viewed from several per-spectives. With this feature the user will be able tozoom into the model for a closer look at the heat dis-tribution or the amount of wear on the virtual brakepads.In addition, each major system component may berendered transparent, thereby providing a full viewof any other components that may be occluded. Us-ing the y-through feature in tandem with the trans-parency feature, the user can examine each componentof the �nite element model in detail.6 CONCLUSIONOur experiments with both the grinding wheel andthe disk brake simulations indicate that a virtual envi-ronment is a very natural medium for interacting witha complex mechanical system model. Through futurework we hope to prove the e�ectiveness of virtual en-vironment user interfaces for design analysis in rapidprototyping applications.AcknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the Mathematical, In-formation, and Computational Sciences Division sub-program of the O�ce of Computational and Technol-ogy Research, U.S. Department of Energy, under Con-tract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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